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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with language recognition. The relationship of the various
languages to each other is discussed, and is followed by a series of "Title
Page Tips" including numbers (one to thirty-one), days of the week, as well
as words for months, seasons, and typical title page words for each of 14
languages, and by tables of "Library Language Relatives" for Romance and
Germanic languages. A glossary of English definitions which should be understood
by library workers was drawn from the A.L.A. Glossary of Library Terms and is
followed by a list of German serial terms derived by checking Jerrold Orne's
Language of the Foreign Book Trade against the series printout from SUNY--Stony
Brook (9000 titles).
Testing was done by providing certain of the "Title Page Tips" to clerks checking
in periodicals at Stony Brook and withholding them from the receiving clerks.
There were noticeably fewer questions after the "Title Page Tips" were provided,
while the control group still asked as many as always. Thus a simple manual
which could be used in its various parts would be of considerable assistance.
This paper is an adaptation of sections of the author's master's thesis. See
Shedd, Jeanne H. "A Handbook of Serials in Selected European Languages."
Brookville, N.Y., Palmer Graduate Library School, Long Island University, 1970.
227p. (unpublished)
INTRODUCTION
American libraries have always included publications from other countries. In
earliest times such publications usually were from the colonizing country, and
thus were likely to be in English, French or Spanish--unless they were in Latin,
which was the early language of learning. Today the largest number of works -:re
in English; however, for reasons other than colonial relationships, many are still
received in foreign languages, and their diversity is growing. There has also
been a change in the frequency of occurrence of the more common languages. Latin
today is no longer essential for scholarship, and publications with Latin titles
are likely to be multilingual.
Most serial and series publications other than English now tend to be in German,
with French and Spanish close behind. In addition, Italian, Portuguese and some
Slavic languages (especially Russian) are now appearing. Thus, it is no longer
sufficient to recogni-e a serial or series. One must also be able to identify
the language itself in order to process the material. Fortunately, this is not
too difficult for the majority of languages most commonly received.
The first thing to realize is that the English language itself includes many other
languages within it. It also belongs to a network or family of languages called
the Indo-European group. The languages in this group are believed to have come
from a common ancestor several thousand years ago, and to have changed due to
migrations of peoples, local custom, climate variations, and other causes until
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they are today quite distinct. Figure 1 diagrams this relationship and shows
some of the other language groups which have evolved throughout the world.
There are several major groups within the Indo-European branch. English falls
in the Germanic group. This is the language group that produces the largest
number of serial publications. The Italic or Romance languages also produce
many such publications; this group includes French, Spanish and Portuguese.
The English language includes many words adopted from this important group.
Simple recognition of languages within these two groups will solve the majority
of routing problems in most American libraries.
In addition to its basic group relationships, English has added words to its
vocabulary through trade contracts, application of words of foreign origin to
new discoveries, etc. For example, the word apricot comes from Arabic, a
Semitic language; divan from Persian or Iranian, and cashmere from India, and
all of these originated in trade. Scientific words, such as phosphorous and
phosgene have come from Greek, and there are many others.
Because of the above, many words appearing on library publications will seem
familiar, and actually are the same as comparable'words in English. Words of
this type, which come from a common source and have the same or similar meaning,
are known as cognates. Appendix A gives certain common words occurring in series
and serial publications which are related to each other and which have the same
or similar meanings.
Since languages occur first in spoken form and are written only later, there are
rather strong differences today in the spelling of some words which are basically
the same phonetically. Therefore, it is sometimes necessary to pronounce a word
according to the sounds of its own alphabet in order to see the relationship.
For example, the German word Jahrbuch and English yearbook are basically the same,
since German j is pronounced like English y, but the spelling varies.
There is another t):e of word relationship called "borrowings" which can be helpful
to understand but which can also cause confusion unless the user is careful. This
applies to the word which is related to a foreign word through origin, but which
has changed its meaning somewhat. An example of this is the English word library.
This word comes from the Latin liber, meaning book. The French librairie comes
from the same source, but means bookstore, or collector or seller of books. The
actual French equivalent of library is bibliothkque. This word comes from the Greek
biblion, meaning book. English also has words descending from biblion, such as
bibliography (biblion + graphein - to write). There are, however, differences
in the modern meaning. Such words are called "false friends."
Cognates and false friends are two ways in which languages are similar. In addition,
differences among languages are also important, and can be very helpful. It is
not necessary here to trace exactly how these differences began--and in fact, the
answers are not entirely known. What is needed is to understand which variations
are important in providing a clue as to the exact country involved.
The first important clue is the alphabet used. Most European serials and series
in college libraries are in the Latin alphabet, which is the alphabet used in the
English language. Recently, however, certain publications have begun to appear from
Figure 1. The Language Tree
SSlavic countries in the Cyrillic alphabet. The most common of these is Russian.
In addition, the Ukrainian, Macedonian, Serbian, Bulgarian and Belorussian (White
Russian) languages use this alphabet. Cyrillic alphabets are compared for indenti-
fication purposes in Table 1 and vocabulary is provided for the Russian language.
The librarian should advise staff members if material of this type is to be
received. It is recommended that this material be put aside for later check-in,
transliteration of titles, etc.
There are two major types of signals for Roman-alphabet, European languages
which will usually be noticed in material arriving for receiving purposes. The
first is called the diacritical mark. Diacritical marks consist of signs that
are added to certain letters to represent changes in the soundsof letters themselves.
Examples are the German umlaut (--) and the French accents (/,\, and ). The
second signal is combinations of letters which represent a modification of certain
sounds. These may be either vowel or consonant clusters, and are also character-
istic of certain languages. In addition to these clues, there are certain common
words, such as the definite and indefinite articles, which are disregarded in filing
but can help to identify the language.
Since most serial and series publications are dated and numbered, words used for
numbers, and months will provide a further clue. Those personnel who regularly
process such material may want such lists available as a check for those languages
received in quantity. The procedure described below for indentifying languages
may be helpful, and is best followed in sequence.
STEP I
Determine the alphabet:
A. Cyrillic? (See Table 1.) Separate for special attention.
B. Other? Refer to librarian or to a specialist.
C. Roman? Separate to receive and proceed to Step II.
STEP II
Look for diacritical marks as follows:
A. i, ', " are present, and no accents in native words: the language is probably
German, Danish, Norwegian, Swedish.
B. Look for capital letters within sentences (German and Danish capitalize
nouns).
C. Look for definite articles: der, die, das.
If present the language is German (see Table 2). If B and C are not found,
proceed to Step III.
TABLE 1. CYRILLIC ALPHABET AND TITLE PAGE TIPS - RUSSIAN
SLAVIC TRANSLITERATION
BulgarianRussitan
A a
B 6
B B
Sr
-n
E e
Km
3 a
H it
in
I it
1 3
M a
H H
P )
C c
T T
y 
X x
II atU
mllm
II! u1, lt
I) b'
6 3
10K) o
G o
V v
a
b
ag
d
e
zh
z
i
I
k
m
n
o
p
r
u
Ts
kh
ch
sh
shch
It
/fyle
A a
1- 6
B B
P r
r r
-A
E e
G c
}K me
3 3
II itI i
li
tn
K
Jl .l
1 nM as
O o
I. n
P p
C c
T T
- ^
V y
X x
!I i
III tu
I t n
a
b
v
hk
e
zh
y
ti
I
kh
n
o
t
u
ch
,sh
shch
'
tit
Ukrainian
A a
B' 6
B B
r r
"1" r
a A
E e
MC m
3 a3
I i
I aA p
K K
I TM y
H H
(D i
O o
II n
Pp
T T
y y
X x
1 a m
b b
Sa
K) K)
-i I-O
a The present practice of the Library of Congress Is in agreement with this table.
s Do not confuse with similar part of the letter il (y).
I Final disregarded.
4 Do not confuse with similar part of the letter hl (y).
I This transliteration takes account of only the accepted Ukrainian alphabet and orthography, disregarding
the older ones, like the "firyztka," tho "Drahomanivka," and the so-called etymological orthography of
Maksymovych.
* The ligature is necessary here in order to distinguish Ma from the combination 3r.
I Transliterate as ti in the middle of a word, disregard at the end.
I This transliteration insures correspondence between the Serbian and present day Croatian alphabets.
Table 1. Cyrillic Alphabet
Source: ALA Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries. Chicago, ALA, 1949,
p. 246.
a
b
v
h
itt
k
m
n
o
p
r
t
uf
kh
is
ch
sh
lt7raS
A a
B 6
B B
r rA A
E e
ýK m
3 3
M.
J11 n
MI M
H t H
O i
P p
C c
T T
y y
x x
-0 X
IlH m
'h 7
I- t
K)
a
b
9
a1
g
d
e
zh
i
I
k
I
m
n
o
p
r
8
t
uit
fskhis
ch
sh
sht
t or"
a
6
A a
B 6
B B
r rAn
b
E e
KC m
3 a
H H
M M
II ii
J i
P pC c
T T
In hY y
X xI, av
S11 1
-l i
a
b
d
e
z
t
k
n
n
o
p
r
u
f
c
di
s
White Russian Serbian *
le -- -. I -- ~. . - - _
7TABLE 1, CONT'D.
Number
OApH,, OAHO, oAHa - one
ABa, *Be - two
TDH - three
4eTrpe - four
nMaTb - five
WecTb - six
ceMb - seven
BoceMb - eight
AesBTb - nine
AeCRTb - ten
ONMHHaAqaTb - eleven
ABeHaA4aTb - twelve
TpHHaAAaTb - thirteen
eThlpHaALiaTb - fourteen
nHaTHaALaTb - fifteen
WueTHaALTb - sixteen
ceMHaALaTb - seventeen
BOceMHaALaTb - eighteen
AeBRTHaAqaTb - nineteen
ABaALaTb - twenty
ABaQL8aTb OAHH; ,OHO, OAHa - twenty-one
ABBAAlaTb Aaa, ABe - twenty-two
AeaALaTb TpH - twenty-three
ABaaqaTb eTbpe - twenty-four
AeaA4aTb nHaTb - twenty-five
ABaf4aTb WecTb - twenty-six
AlBalaTb ceMb - twenty-seven
eaBaAQaTb BOcer•b - twenty-eight
ABaAQaTb AeBRTb - twenty-nine
TpM•LqaTb - thirty
TpHALaTb OAHH, OAHO, OAHa - thirty-one
Months
RHeapb - January
eeBpanb - February
MapT - March
anpenb - April
MaH - May
HfOHb - June
Monb - July
aerycT - August
ceHTR6pb - September
OKTRapb - October
HOa6pb - November
Aena6pb - December
Seasons
eecHa - spring
neTO - summer
OCeHb - autumn
3MMa - winter
Days of the week
BOCKpeceHbe - Sunday
noHefenbHMH - Monday
BTOpHHR - Tuesday
cpeAa - Wednesday
SeTBepr - Thursday
nHaTmHqa - Friday
cy66oTa - Saturday
Principal cities
MocRBa (Moscow) -- capital, Soviet Union
.YeHHHrpaA - Leningrad
KHeB - Kiev
Vocabulary
BhinyCR - edition
fononHeHMe - supplement
ra3eTa - newspaper
roAoeoH - annual, yearly (adj.)
MypHan - journal, magazine, review
H3AaHMe - edition, publication
HMseHeHHhiH - revised, corrected
e8Hb - day
HeAenA - week
Mecfq - month
roA - year
KHMra - book
Mecs4HUi - monthly
HeAenbHO - weekly
cTpaM Ma - page
TOM - volume
HacTb - part, section, chapter
4Hcno - number, date
There are no articles to disregard in
filing Russian.
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TABLE 2. TITLE PAGE TIPS - GERMAN (DEUTSCHE)
Numbers
eins - one
zwei - two
drei - three
vier - four
funf - five
sechs - six
sieben - seven
acht - eight
neun - nine
zehn - ten
elf - eleven
zwolf - twelve
dreizehn - thirteen
vierzehn - fourteen
funfzehn - fifteen
sechzehn- sixteen
siebzehn - seventeen
achtzehn - eighteen
neunzehn - nineteen
zwanzig - twenty
einund-zwanzig - twenty-one
zweiund-zwanzig - twenty-two
dreiund-zwanzig - twenty-three
vierund-zwanzig - twenty-four
funfund-zwanzig - twenty-five
sechsund-zwanzig - twenty-six
siebenund-zwanzig - twenty-seven
achtund-zwanzig - twenty-eight
neunund-zwanzig - twenty-nine
dreiszig - thirty
einund-dreiszig - thirty-one
Months
Januar (Jan.) - January
Februar (Feb.) - February
Marz - March
April (Apr.) - April
Mai - May
Juni (Jun.) - June
Juli (Jul.) - July
August (Aug.) - August
September (Sept.) - September
Oktober (Okt.) - October
November (Nov.) - November
Dezember (Dez.) - December
Seasons
Fruhling
Sommer -
Herbst -
Winter -
- spring
summer
autumn
winter
Days of the Week
Sonntag - Sunday
Montag - Monday
Dienstag - Tuesday
Mittwoch - Wednesday
Sonnerstag - Thursday
Freitag - Friday
Sonnabend - Saturday
Principal Cities
Berlin
Bonn-capital, W. Germany
Leipzig
Stuttgart
Hamburg
Zurich--capital, Switzerland (Schwei'z)
Wien (Vienna)--capital, Austria (Oesterreich)
Vocabulary
Auflage (Aufl.) - edition
Ausgabe (Ausg.) - edit'on
Band, Bande (Bd.) - volume
bearbeitete- revised
Jahr - ycar
Jahrbuch - annual, yearbook
jahrlich - annual, yearly (adj.)
Heft(e) (Hfte.) - part(s), issues, nos.
Monat - month
monatlich - monthly (adj.)
Monatsschrift - monthly publication
Nummer (No., Nr.) - number
Seite - page
Tag - day
Teil - part
vermehrte - enlarged
Woche - week
Wochenschrift - weekly publication
Wochenblatt - a weekly (noun)
wochenlich - weekly (adj.)
Articles to be disregarded in filing
ein, eine, der, die, das
9STEP III
A. a, o, uI are present with no accents, but there are many double vowels: aa',
aa, '', oo, ee, ii, uu, and yy.
B. a is also found.
C. There are no definite articles.
The language is probably Finnish (see Table 3).
D. The combinations in A above are present, but in addition there are
accents: 6, u, o, and u.
E. -gy and -ny endings are common.
F. The definite articles a and az and the indefinite egy appear.
The language is probably Hungarian (see Table 4).
If a and o are present, and other diacritical marks are also noticed, turn to
Step IV.
Finnish and Hungarian do not belong to the Indo-European group and there will
be very few words that appear familiar (see Figure 1).
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TABLE 3. TITLE PAGE TIPS - FINNISH (SUOMI)
Numbers
yksi - one
kaksi - two
kolme - three
nelj*i - four
viisi - five
kuusi - six
seitseman - seven
kahdeksan - eight
yhdeksan - nine
kymmenen - ten
yksitoista - eleven
kaksitoista - twelve
kolmetoista - thirteen
neljStoista - fourteen
viisitoista - fifteen
kuusitoista - sixteen
seitsemantoista - seventeen
kahdeksantoista - eighteen
yhdeksantoista - nineteen
kaksikymmenta - twenty
kaksikymmenta yksi - twenty-one
kaksikymmenta kaksi - twenty-two
kaksikymmenta' kolme - twenty-three
kaksikymmentE nelja - twenty-four
kaksikymmenta viisi - twenty-five
kaksikymmenta kuusi - twenty-six
kaksikymmenth seitseman - twenty-seven
kaksikymmentA kahdeksan - twenty-eight
kaksikymment yhdeksan - twenty-nine
kolmekymment'd - thirty
kolmekymmenta yksi - thirty-one
Months
tammikuu - January
helmikuu - February
maaliskuu - March
huhtikuu - April
toukokuu - May
kesakuu - June
heinakuu - July
elokuu - August
syyskuu - September
lokakuu - October
marraskuu - November
joulukuu - December
Seasons
kevat - spring
kesa - summer
syksy - autumn
talvi - winter
Days of the Week
sunnuntai - Sunday
maantai - Monday
tiistai - Tuesday
keskiviikko - Wednesday
toistai - Thursday
perjantai - Friday
lauantai - Saturday
Principal Cities
Helsinki--capital
Vocabulary
joka toinen vuosi - every two years
kahdesti vuodessa - twice a year
korjattu - revised
kuukausi - month
kuukausijulkaisu - monthly publication
kuukautinen, kuukausi - monthly (adj.)
laajennettu - enlarged
numero - number
osa - part
painos - edition
paiva - day
sivu - page
teos - volume
viiko - week
viiko-, viikoittain ilmestyva - weekly
viikojulkaisu - weekly publication
vuosi - year
vuotuinen, vuosi-, jokavuotinen - annual
yksivuotinen kasvi, vuosikirja - annual
publication
There are no articles to be disregarded
in filing.
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TABLE 4. TITLE PAGE TIPS - HUNGARIAN (MAGUAR)
Numbers
egy - one
kett' - two
hirom - three
n6gy - four
6t - five
hat - six
ht - seven
nyolc - eight
kilenc - nine
tiz - ten
tizenegy - eleven
tizenketto - twelve
tizenharom - thirteen
tizennegy - fourteen
tizenot - fifteen
tizenhat - sixteen
tizenh6t - seventeen
tizennyolc - eighteen
tizenkilenc - nineteen
husz - twenty
huszenegy - twenty-one
huszenkett6 - twenty-two
h6szenhhrom - twenty-three
h6szennugy - twenty-four
hGszenot - twenty-five
h6szenhat - twenty-six
h6szenhet - twenty- seven
h6szennyolc - twenty-eight
hus:enkilenc - twenty-nine
harminc - thirty
harmincenegy - thirty-one
Months
januar (Jan.) - January
februir (Feb.) - February
marcius (Marc.) - March
aprilis (Apr.) - April
majus (M•j.) - May
junius (Jun.) - June
julius (Jul.) - July
augusztus (Aug.) - August
szeptember (Szept.) - September
okt6ber (Okt.) - October
november (Nov.) - November
december (Dec.) - December
Seasons
tavasz - spring
nyr - summer
6sz - autumn
t6l - winter
Days of the Week
vasarnao - Sunday
hefto - Monday
kedd - Tuesday
szerda - Wednesday
csutorotok - Thursday
pentek - Friday
szombat - Saturday
Principal Cities
Budapest--capital
Szeged
Vocabulary
ev, esztendo - year
6vi - annual (adj.)
6vk6nyv - annual publication (n.)
havi, havonk6nti - weekly
het - week
h6ti, hetenk6nti - weekly
hetilap - weekly publication
h6, h6nap - month
kiads - edition
kijavitot. - revised
kotet - volume
lap - page
nap - day
r 6 sz - part
sz m - number, issue
Articles to be disregarded in filing
a, az, egy
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STEP IV
A. a* , , and are present.
B. and joined a_ are also present.
C. Many nouns, especially months and days, are capitalized.
The language is Danish (see Table 5).
D. The above are present, but months and days are not capitalized.
E. Articles, if present, are en, et, den, det, de.
The language is Norwegian (see Table 5).
F. The articles found are en, den and de only. The others are missing.
The language is Swedish (see Table 6). Check for spelling of months and days
and receive.
Danish, Norwegian, -nd Swedish (like English) are Indo-European and Germanic,
and there will be resemblances to English.
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TABLE 5. TITLE PAGE TIPS - DANISH (DANSK) AND NORWEGIAN (NORSK)
Note: Norwegian is underlined.
Numbers
en, ett, en - one
to - two
tre - three
fire - four
fem - five
sjette - six
syvende - seven
otte - eight
ni - nine
ti - ten
elleve - eleven
tolv - twelve
tretten - thirteen
fjorten - fourteen
femten - fifteen
seksten - sixteen
sytten - seventeen
atten - eighteen
nitten - nineteen
tyve - twenty
en og tyve - twenty-one
to og tyve - twenty-two
tre og tyve - twenty-three
fire og tyve - twenty-four
fer og tyve - twenty-five
seks og tyve - twenty-six
syv og tyve - twenty-seven
ott og tyve - twenty-eight
ni og tyve - twenty-nine
tredive, tredve - thirty
en og tredive, en og tredve - thirty-one
Months (Norwegian uses lower case)
Januar (Jan.) - January
Februar (Feb.) - February
Marts, mars - March
April (Apr.) - April
Maj - May
Juni - June
July - July
August (Aug.) - August
September (Sept.) - September
Oktober (Okt.) - October
November (Nov.) - November
December (Dec.) - December
Seasons
Foraar, vr - spting
Sommer - summer
Efteraar, host - autumn
Vinter - winter
Days of the Week
S ndag - Sunday
Mandag - Monday
Tirsdag - Tuesday
Onsdag - Wednesday
Torsdag - Thursday
Fredag - Friday
Lyrdag - Saturday
Principal Cities
Oslo--capital, Norway
Bergen
Trondhjem (Trondheim)
Kpbenhavn (Copenhagen)--capital, Denmark
Vocabulary
Aar, Ar - year
Aarbog, Arbog, arbok - yearbook
arlig , ars - annual (adj.)
Bind - volume
Dag - day
Del - part
gennems.et, gjennemset - revised
Hefte - number, issue
Maaned, aned - month
m&nedlig - monthly
Mgnedsblad - monthly magazine
Mgnedsskrift - monthly publication
Nummer - number, issue
revideret - revised
revidet- forfget, udvidet - enlarged
Side - page
Udgave, Oplag - edition
Uge, uke - week
Articles to be disregarded in filing
en, et, den, det, de
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TABLE 6. TITLE PAGE TIPS - SWEDISH (SVENSK)
Numbers
en, ett, ena - one
tvA - two
tredje - three
fjarde - four
fem - five
sex - six
sju - seven
Atta - eight
nio - nine
tio - ten
elva - eleven
tolv - twelve
tretton - thirteen
fjorton - fourteen
femton - fifteen
sexton - sixteen
sjutton - seventeen
aderton - eighteen
nitton - nineteen
tjugu, tjugo - twenty
tjuguen, tjuguett - twenty-one
tjugutvy - twenty-two
tjugute - twenty-three
tjugufyra - twenty-four
tjugufem - twenty-five
tjugasex - twenty-six
tjugueju - twenty-seven
tjuguatta - twenty-eight
tjugunio - twenty-nine
trettio - thirty
trettioen - thirty-one
Months
januari (jan.) - January
februari (feb.) - February
mars - March
april - April
maj - May
juni - June
july - July
augusti (aug.) - August
september (sept.) - September
oktober (okt.) - October
november (nov.) - November
december (dec.) - December
Seasons
var - spring
sommer - summer
h6st - autumn
vinter - winter
Days of the Week
sondag - Sunday
mindag - Monday
tisdag - Tuesday
onsdag - Wednesday
torsdag - Thursday
fredag - Friday
lordag - Saturday
Principal Cities
Stockholm--capital
Uppsala
Vocabulary
Ir - year
argang - annual volume
arlig, rs- - annual (adj.)
Arsbok - yearbook
band - volume
dag - day
del - part
forikat - enlarged
genomsedd - revised
hafte - number, issue
mAnad - month
manadsskrift - monthly publication (n.)
m&natlig - monthly (adj.)
nummer, numro - number, issue
reviderad - revised
sida - page
till6kad - enlarged
upplaga - edition
vecka - week
veckotidning - weekly
volym - volume
Articles to be disregarded in filing
en, den, de
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STEP V
A. There are accent marks over vowels: ^,', and A. In these cases, if *.
appears over a vowel, it probably indicates diaresis which means the
vowel is pronounced separately.
B. Look for the combinations , ei , 6'.
tripling of vowels, as in Zeeen, Taal,
Also look for doubling and
with or without diaresis.
C. The articles are de, het, 't, een, eene.
The language is Dutch (see Table 7). If A above is
turn to Step VI.
present, but B is lacking,
STEP VI
A. The accent marks / ,% and^ are present.
B. 9 is also present.
C. Look for the vowel combinations ae, ao and oe.
D. The articles are a, o, os, as, um and uma.
The language is Portuguese (see Table 8). If A and B are present, but C
and D are lacking, turn to Step VII.
16
TABLE 7. TITLE PAGE TIPS - DUTCH
Numbers
een, e, n - one
twee - two
drie - three
vier - four
vijf - five
zes- six
zeven- seven
acht - eight
negen - nine
tien - ten
elf - eleven
twaalf - twelve
dertien - thirteen
viertien - fourteen
vijftien - fifteen
zestien - sixteen
zeventien - seventeen
achtien - eighteen
negentien - nineteen
twintig - twenty
een en twintig - twenty-one
twee en twintig - twenty-two
drie en twintig - twenty-three
vier en twintig - twenty-four
vijf en twintig - twenty-five
zes en twintig - twenty-six
zeven en twintig - twenty-seven
acht en twintig - twenty-eight
negen en twintig - twenty-nine
dertig - thirty
een en dertig - thirty-one
Months
Januari (Jan.) - January
Februari (Feb.) - February
Maart - March
April (Apr.) - April
Mei - May
Juni - June
Juli - July
Augustus (Aug.) - August
September (Sept.) - September
October (Oct.) - October
November (Nov.) - November
December (Dec.) - December
Seasons
lente, voorjaar - spring
zomer - summer
herfst, najaar - autumn
winter - winter
Days of the Week
Zondag - Sunday
Maandag - Monday
Dinsdag - Tuesday
Woensdag - Wednesday
Donderdag - Thursday
Vrijdag - Friday
Zaterdag - Saturday
Principal Cities
Amsterdam--capital
's Gravenhage (The Hague)
Rotterdam
Utrecht
Vocabulary
bladzijde, pagina - page
boekdeel - volume
dag - day
editie, uitgave - edition
herziene - revised
jaar, jaartal - year
jaarboek - annual publication, yearbook (n.)
jaarliks, jaar- - yearly, annual (adj.)
maand - month
maandblad - monthly publication
maandeliks - monthly
nummer, aflevering - number, issue
osa, jagu, deel, afdeeling - part
week - week
weekblad - weekly publication
weekliks - weekly
Articles to be disregarded in filing
de, het, 't, een, eene
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TABLE 8. TITLE PAGE TIPS - PORTUGUESE (PORTUGUES)
Numbers
um, uma - one
dois, dous, duas - two
tres - three
quatro - four
cinco - five
seis - six
sete - seven
oito - eight
nove - nine
dez - ten
onze - eleven
doze - twelve
treze - thirteen
catorze - fourteen
quinze - fifteen
dezasseis - sixteen
dezassete - seventeen
dezoito - eighteen
dezanove - nineteen
vinte - twenty
vinte e um, uma - twenty-one
vinte e dois, dous, duas - twenty-two
vinte
vinte
vinte
vinte
vinte
vinte
vinte
tres - twenty-three
cuatro - twenty-four
cinco - twenty-five
seis - twenty-six
sete - twenty-seven
oito - twenty-eight
nove - twenty-nine
trinte - thirty
trinte e um, uma - thirty-one
Months
janeiro (jan.) - January
fevereiro (fev.) - February
marjo (mo.,) - March
abril (abr.) - April
maio - May
junho (jun.) - June
julho (jul.) - July
agosto (agto.) - August
setembro (set.) - September
outubro (obro.) - October
novembro (nov.) - November
dezembro (dez.) - December
Seasons
primavera - spring
verso - summer
outomno - autumn
inverno - winter
Days of the Week
domingo - Sunday
segundafeira - Monday
tercafeira - Tuesday
quartafeira - Wednesday
quintafeira- Thursday
sextafeira - Friday
sabbado - Saturday
Principal Cities
Lisboa (Lisbon)--capital, Portugal
Brasilia--capital, Brazil
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo
Vocabulary
alargado, aumentado - enlarged
anno - year
anual - annual (both adj. and n.)
anuario - yearbook
dia - day
edicao - edition
livro -.volume, book
mensal - monthly
mez - month
numero - number, issue
pagina - page
parte - part
publicagao mensal - monthly publication
publicagao semanal - weekly publication
revisado - revised
semana - week
semanal - weekly
tomo - volume
volume - volume
Articles to be disregarded in filing
o, a, os, as, urn, uma
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STEP VII
A. The accent marks , * and^ are present.
B. 9 is also present.
C. " is used as diaresis only.
D. The articles are le, la, 1', les, un and une.
The language is French (see Table 9).
Although French, which is Indo-European, belongs to the group of Italic or
Romance languages, it has contributed many words to English. There will be
a large number which will strongly resemble familiar English words occurring
in English publications. For example, journal (French) can mean the same as
"journal" (English).
If diacritical marks except \are missing, go to Step VIII.
STEP VIII
A. Only one accent mark is used: , , o.
B. Other diacritical marks are absent.
C. There are many doubled consonants.
D. Articles are il, lo, i, gl', gli, la, le, , 1 un, uno, una and un'.
This language is Italian (see Table 10).
Italian is also an Italic or Romance language. There-will be some resemblances
to French.
If there are other marks and D does not apply, go to Step IX.
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TABLE 9. TITLE PAGE TIPS - FRENCH (FRANýAIS)
Numbers
un, une - one
deux two
trois - three
quatre - four
cinq - five
six - six
sept - seven
huit - eight
neuf - nine
dix - ten
on:e - eleven
dou:e - twelve
treize - thirteen
quatorze - fourteen
quinze - fifteen
seize - sixteen
dix-sept - seventeen
dix-huit - eighteen
dix-neuf - nineteen
vingt - twenty
vingt et un - twenty-one
vingt-deux - twenty-two
vingt-trois - twenty-three
vingt-quatre - twenty-four
vingt-cinq - twenty-five
vingt-six - twenty-six
vingt-sept- twenty-seven
vingt-huit - twenty-eight
vingt-neuf - twenty-nine
trente - thirty
trente et un - thirty-one
Months
janvier (janv.) - January
fevrier (f6v.) - February
mars - March
avril (av.) - April
mai - May
juin - June
juillet (juil.) - July
aocr - August
septembre (sept.) - September
octobre (oct.) - October
novembre (nov.) - November
d4cembre (dec.) - December
Seasons
printemps - spring
et6 - summer
automne - autumn
hiver - winter
Days of the Week
dimanche - Sunday
lundi - Monday
mardi - Tuesday
mercredi - Wednesday
jeudi - Thursday
vendredi - Friday
samedi - Saturday
Principal Cities
Paris--capital, France
Grenoble
Marseilles
Bruxelles (Brussels)--capital, Belgium (Belgique'
Genave (Geneva)--capital, Switzerland (Suisse)
Lausanne
Vocabulary
annie - year
annuel - annual (adj )
annuaire - annual publication (n.)
augmentd - augmented
edition - edition
fascicule - part, fascicle
hebdomadaire - weekly
jour - day
mensuel - monthly
mois - month
publication mensuel - monthly publication
numdro - number
part - part, fascicle
page - page
r4vis6 - revised
semaine - week
tome - volume
volume - volume
Articles to be disregarded in filing
un, une, le, la, les
TITLE PAGE TIPS - ITALIAN (ITALIANO)
Numbers
uno - one
due - two
tre - three
quattro- four
cinque - five
sei - six
sette - seven
otto -eight
nove - nine
dieci - ten
undici - eleven
dodici - twelve
tredici - thirteen
quattordici - fourteen
quindici - fifteen
sedici - sixteen
diciasette - seventeen
diciotto - eighteen
diciannove - nineteen
venti - twenty
ventuno - twenty-one
ventidue - twty-two
ventitre - twenty-three
ventiquattro - twenty-four
venticinque - twenty-five
ventisei - twenty-six
ventisiBtte - twenty-seven
ventotto - twenty-eight
ventinove - twenty-nine
trenta - thirty
trentuno - thirty-one
Months
gennaio (genn.) - January
febbraio (febb.) - February
mar:o - March
aprile - April
maggio (magg.) - May
giuno - June
luglio - July
agosto - August
settembre (sett.) - September
ottobre (ott.) - October
novembre (nov.) - November
dicembre (dic.) - December
Seasons
primavera - spring'
estate - summer
autunno - autumn
inverno - winter
Days of the Week
domenica - Sunday
lundi - Monday
martedi - Tuesday
mercoledi - Wednesday
giovedi - Thursday
venerdi- Friday
sabato - Saturday
Principal Cities
Roma (Rome)--capital
Firenze (Florence)
Venezia (Venice)
Napoli (Naples)
Vocabulary
anno - year
annuale, annuo - annual (adj.)
annuario - annual, yearbook (n.)
aumentato - augmented
edizione - edition
giorno - day
mensile - monthly
mese - month
numero - number, issue
pagina - page
parte - part
reveduto - revised
rivista mensile - monthly publication
rivista settimanale, settimanale - weekly
publication
settimana - week
settimanale, ebdomadario - weekly
volume - volume
Articles to be disregarded in filing
il, lo, i, gl', gli, la, le, 1 , un,
uno, una, un'
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TABLE 10.
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STEP IX
A. Accent marks as described for Portuguese and French are present. n also
occurs.
B. There are few other diacritical marks except in foreign words.
C. Look at the punctuation marks. In questions and exclamations an inverted
question mark and exclamation point are used at the beginning of the
sentence: /
D. The articles are el, los, la, las, un, uno and una.
The language is Spanish (see Table 11).
Spanish is also an Italic or Romance language and closely resembles Portuguese.
Be careful not to confuse the two. Portuguese will have the ao and oe vowel
combinations; Spanish will not.
Up to this point the main focus has been on vowels and their variations. Some
languages, however, place more stress on consonants. This is especially true
of certain Slavic languages. The following steps deal with them.
STEP X
A. Look for c, or .
fV V/
B. t, r, e and u also appear.
C. The acute accent mark appears over both vowels and consonants:
D. There are no articles.
This language is probably Czechoslovakian (see Table 12). There are two
languages involved here, Czech and Slovak, but they-are very similar. If
A above is present but there are other marks, or if B and C are lacking, go
to Step XI.
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TABLE .11.
Numbers
un, una, uno - one
dos - two
tres - three
cuatro - four
cinco - five
seis - six
siete - seven
ocho - eight
nueve - nine
diez - ten
once - eleven
doce - twelve
trece - thirteen
catorce - fourteen
quince - fifteen
diez y seis; diecis6is -
diez y siete; diecisiete
diez y ocho; dieciocho -
diez y nueve; diecinueve
veinte - twenty
veintiuno; veintiun - tw<
veintidos - twenty-two
veintitres - twenty-thre4
veinticuatro - twenty-foi
veinticinco - twenty-fiv(
veintis6is - twenty-six
veintisiete - twenty-sev4
veintiocho - twenty-eighl
veintinueve - twenty-nin
treinte - thirty
treinteuno - thirty-one
Months
enero (eno.) - January
febrero (fbro.) - Februa
mar:o (mzo.) - March.
abril (ab.) - April
mayo - May
junio (jun.) - June
julio (jul.) - July
agosto (agto.) - August
septiembre (sbre.) - Sep
octobre (obre.) - Octobe
noviembre (nbre.) - Novel
diciembre (dbre.) - Decel
TITLE PAGE TIPS - SPANISH (ESPANOL)
Seasons
primavera- spring
verano - summer
otofo - autumn
invierno - winter
Days of the Week
domingo - Sunday
lunes - Monday
martes - Tuesday
miercoles - Wednesday
jueves - Thursday
viernes - Friday
sabado - Saturday
sixteen Principal Cities
- seventeen Madrid--capital, Spain
eighteen Barcelona
- nineteen Santiago--capital, Chile
Buenos Aires--capital, Argentina
enty-one Others according to country throughout
Latin America
e
ur Vocabulary
alargado, ampliando - enlarged
anal, anual, anualmente, cada al - annual
en (adj.)
afro - year
anuario - annual, yearbook (n.)
dia - day
edici6n - edition
mensual - monthly (adj.)
mensualmente - monthly
mes - month
ry nimero - number, issue
pagina - page
parte - part
peri6dico semanal - weekly
publicaci6n mensual - monthly publication
revisado - revised
semana - week
tember semanal, hebdomadario - weekly
r tomo - volume
mber volumen - volume
mbe r
Articles to be disregarded in filing
un, uno, una, unas, el, los, la, las
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TABLE 12. TITLE PAGE TIPS - CZECHOSLOVAKIAN (CESKOSLOVENSKA)
Note: Slovak is underlined.
Numbers
jeden, jediny, jeden, -dna, -dno - one
dva, dye, dva, dve - two
tii, tri - three
ýtyri, Jtyr, -i - four
p t, Pt - five
sest', lest' - six
sedm, sedem - seven
osm, osem - eight
devtt, devvt' - nine
deset, desat' - ten
jedendct, jedenist' - eleven
dvanict, dvan6st' - twelve
tfinict, trinist' - thirteen
&trnict, styrnIst' - fourteen
patn6ct, patnast' - fifteen
estnict, Sestnast' - sixteen
sedmngct, sedemnast' - seventeen
osmngct, osemnast' - eighteen
devatengct, devlt'nast' - nineteen
dvacet, dvadsat' - twenty
dvacet jeden, dvadsat'jeden - twenty-one
dvacet dva, dvadsat'dva - twenty-two
dvacet tri, dvadsat'tri - twenty-three
dvacet 'tyli, dvadsat''tur - twenty-four
dvacet p6t, dvadsat'dpt - twenty-five
dvacet fest, dvadsat"'est' - twenty-six
dvacet seden, dvadsat'sedem - twenty-seven
dvacet osm, dvadsat'osem - twenty-eight
dvacet devit, dvadsat'devit' - twenty-nine
tricet, tridsat' - thirty
tricet jeden, tridsat'jeden - thirty-one
Months
leden, l'aden - January
unor, unor - February
bre-en, brezen - March
duben, duben - April
maj, kveten, kveten - May
cerven, cerven - June
cervenec, cervenec - July
srpen, srpen - August
zari, zari - September
rijen, r\vjen - October
listopad, listopad - November
prosinec, prosinec - December
Seasons
jarni, jaro - spring
leto, leto - summer
podzim, jasen - autumn
zima, zima - winter
Days of the Week
nedele, nedel'a - Sunday
pondeli, pondelok - Monday
dtery, utorok - Tuesday
streda, sreda - Wednesday
ctvrtek, stvrtok - Thursday
pftek, piatok - Friday
sobota, sobota - Saturday
Principal Cities
Praha (Prague)--capital, Czechoslovakia
Vocabulary
ýast, dil, cast - part
cislo, cislo - number, issue
den, den - day
mesic, mesiac - month
m6sitnik casopis - monthly publication
revidovan6 vydAni,' znovuvydano - revised
rocenka - annual, yearbook
roini - annual (adj.)
rok, rok - year
strana, stranka, paze, strana - page
svazek, svitek, svgzok - volume
tijden, tijden - week
tydenfk - weekly publication
t'denni - weekly
vyd~nf, vydanie - edition
zv6tseni, sveli eni - enlarged
There are no articles to be disregarded
in filing,
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STEP XI
A. c,. s and z only are present.
B. There are no other diacritical marks and no articles.
This language is Slovenian (see Table 13). The work probably comes from
Yugoslavia which has several languages within its borders.
C. •, BD and c are all present.
This language is Croatian (see Table 13) and also belongs in Yugoslavia.
D. Some articles in the publication are in Cyrillic alphabet--but not all.
This language is Serbian (see Table 13) and is also in Yugoslavia.
Both Roman and Cyrillic alphabets are in use in Yugoslavia. These publications
may be referred for special handling or checked in as per instructions.
These languages and Czechoslovakian belong to the Indo-European family but are
in the Slavic language group. There will be fewer familiar words on most serials.
STEP XII
A. There are many consonant clusters.
B. a, z nd are absent.
C. There are acute accents: 0, r, s, i and 6.
D. The letter 1 appears as i.
E. There are no articles.
This language is Polish (see Table 14).
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TABLE 13. TITLI
Numbers
jedan, -dna, -dno - one
dva - two
tri - three
&etiri - four
pet - five
rest - six
sedam - seven
osam - eight
devet - nine
deset - ten
jedenast - eleven
dvanast - twelve
trenaest - thirteen
&etrnaest - fourteen
petnaest - fifteen
sestnaest - sixteen
sedemnaest - seventeen
osamnaest - eighteen
devetnaest - nineteen
dvadeset - twenty
dvadeset jedan, -dna, -dno - 1
dvadeset dva - twenty-two
dvadeset tri - twenty-three
dvadeset ýetiri - twenty-four
dvadeset pet - twenty-five
dvadeset sest - twenty-six
dvadeset sedem - twenty-seven
dvadeset osam - twenty-eight
dvadeset devet - twenty-nine
trideset - thirty
trideset jedan, -dna, -dno -
Months
sijecanj (sijec.) - January
veljaca (velj.) - February
o:ujak (ozuj.) - March
travanj (trav.) - April
svibanj, maj (svib.) - May
lipanj (lip.) - June
srpanj (srp.) - July
kolovoz (kol.) - August
rujan (ruj.) - September
listopad (list.) - October
studeni (stud.) - November
prosinac (pros.) - December
E PAGE TIPS - CROATIAN (HRAVTSKA)
Seasons
prolec6 - spring
ljeto - summer
jesen - autumn
zima - winter
Days of the Week
nedelja - Sunday
ponedeljak - Monday
utorak - Tuesday
srieda - Wednesday
cetvrtak - Thursday
petak - Friday
subota - Saturday
twenty-one
thirty-one
Principal Cities
Beograd (Belgrade)--capital, Yugoslavia
Agram, Zagreb (Zagreb)
Sarajevo
Skopje, Uskub (Skopje)
Vocabulary
broj - number, issue
dan - day
deo - part
godina, Ijeto - year
godisnji - annual (adj.)
godisnjik - annual event, publication (n.)
isprarljeno - revised
izdanje - edition, publication
izdano djelo - publication
jednom na tjedan - once a week
Ijetopis - yearbook
mesec - month
mjesecni - monthly
mjesecnik - monthly event, publication
nedeljni - weekly
novina - newspaper
novine - journal, gazette
papirnatog novca - new issue
rasireno - enlarged
sedmica - week
strana, stranica - page
svezak - volume
tjedni - weekly
tjednik - weekly event, publication
There are no articles to be disregarded
in filip.
TITLE PAGE TIPS - POLISH (POLSKA)
Numbers
jeden, -na, -no - one
dwa, dwi - two
tr:y - three
cztery - four
pig~ - five
sz•d - six
siedm (siedem) - seven
o.n (osiem) - eight
dziewiq• - nine
dziesi.q - ten
jedenagcie - eleven
dwanatcie - twelve
tr:ynagcie - thirteen
czternagcie - fourteen
pietnaScig - fifteen
szenagcie - sixteen
siedmnagcie (siedemnagcie) - seventeen
ogrnagcie (osiemnagcie) - eighteen
dziewietnascoe - nineteen
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziescia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
dwadziegcia
tr:-dziegci
tr:ydziegci
- twenty
jeden - twenty-one
dwa - twenty-two
trzy - twenty-three
cztery - twenty-four
piqc - twenty-five
sze6d - twenty-six
siedm (siedem) - twenty-seve
ogm (osiem) - twenty-eight
dziewi6 - twenty-nine
- thirty
jeden - thirty-one
Mon hs
St-ycer (Stycz.) - January
Luty - February
Mar-ec (Mar.) - March
Kwiecief (Kwiecz.) - April
Maj - May
-Czerwiec (Czerw.) - June
Lipiec (Lip.) - July
Sierpien (Sierp.) - August
Wr:esiei (Wrzes.) - September
Pafdiernik (Pazdz.) - October
Listopad (Listop.) - November
Grudzierf (Grudz.) - December
Seasons
wiosna - spring
lato - summer
jesiei - autumn
zima - winter
Days of the Week
Niedziela - Sunday
Poniedzialek - Monday
Wtorek - Tuesday
Sroda - Wednesday
Czwartek - Thursday
Piatek - Friday
Sobota - Saturday
Principal Cities
Warszawa (Warsaw)--capital
Poznan (Posen)
Wroclaw (Breslau)
todz
Vocabulary
czeq. - part
dzieri - day
edycya - edition
nksit£ka - volume
miesiac - month
miesigcznik - monthly publication (n.)
miesit'czny - monthly (adj.)
numer - number, issue
porviqkszaf - enlarged
przejrzenie - revised
publikacja - publication
rocznik - annual, yearbook
roczny - annual
rok - year
rozszerza6 - enlarged
stronica - page
tom - volume
tydzief - week
tygodnik - weekly publication
tygodniowy - weekly
wydanie - edition
There are no articles to be disrcgarded
in filing.
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TABLE 14.
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OTHERS
There are many other important languages using the Roman alphabet, but their numbers
are so small that they will not be dealt with at length here. If received in the
library, they should probably be referred to special handling. A few brief points
on them are noted below.
A. Rumanian is a Romance language, and uses accents over vowels.
guished by the use of and §, and a -u ending on many words.
B. Latvian uses , j and *, but also has 5, S, j, T, i , J and ".
Slavic and Indo-European. --
It is distin-
It is Balto-
C. Lithuanian also uses c, s and •, but also modifies vowels with other signs,
such as: -, , 9, _, 9, 1 .
Final paper submitted January 1976.
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APPENDIX A
LIBRARY LANGUAGE RELATIVES: ENGLISH AND ROMANCE LANGUAGES
French Spanish Italian Portuguese
academy
annals
(chronicle)
annual
anthology
archives
author
biennial
book (see
library)
bulletin
chapter
collection
college
colophon
compendium
compiler
complete, com-
plete works
copy
cumulative
daily (adj.
and n.)
department
document
edition
editor
academie
annales
annuai re
anthologie
archives
auteur
biennale
yivre
bulletin
chapitre
collection
college
colophon
compendium
compilateur
complet, oeuvres
completes
copie
exemplaire
cumulatif
journalier (n.)
quotidien (adj.)
departement
document
edition
redacteur
6diteur
academia
anales
(chronica)
anual, aial
antologia
archivos
autor
bienal, bisanuo,
dosanal
libro
boletin
capitulo
coleccion
colegio
colof6n
compendio
compilador
completo, obras
completas
copia
cumulativo
diario (n.)
cotidiano (adj.)
departamento
documento
edici6n
editor,
director
Accademia
Annali
Annuale,
Annuario
Antologia
Archivios
Autore
Biennale
Libro
Bollettino
Capitolo
Collana,
Collezione
Collegio
Colofone
Compendio
compilatore
completo, Opere
complete
Copia, Essem-
plare
cumulativo
Giornale (n.)
quotidiano (adj
Dipartimento
Documento
Edizione
Direttore (of
a journal)
Redattore (of a
book or magazine
inglese
academia
anais
(cronicas)
anual
antologia
arquivos
autor
bienal
livro
boletim
capitulo
colecq'o
colegio
colofio
compendio
compilador
completo, obras
completas
copia, exemplar
dum livro
cumulative
diario (n.)
.) cotidiano
departamento
documento
edi'aio
di rector
(periodical)
editor
English anglais
English I-· -1; -I 1 __4 ---- - I - -- ---
Ingl6s ingl6s
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Portuguese
facsimile
faculty
fascicle
journal
imprint, im-
pression
index, table of
contents
institute
letter
library (see
biblio- andbook-
collector or
-seller
manual
manuscript
memoirs
monograph
museum
news
newspaper
number
part
preface, prologue,
introduction
press
periodical
facsimile
facult e
fascicule
journal, revue
imprime, em-
preinte
index
institut
lettre
bibliotheque,
(librairie)
manuel
manuscrit
memoires
monographie
musee, museum
nouvelles
journal,
gazette
numero
part
pr6face
presse
publication
p~riodique
facsimile
(copia)
facultad
fasciculado
(adj.)
jornal, revista,
periodico
impresion
indice, tabla de
materias
instituto
letra
biblioteca
(libreria)
manual
manuscrito
memorias
monograffa
museo
noticias, novi-
dades, nuevas
peri6dico, diario,
gaceta
numero
parte
prefacio (church),
prologo
prensa
peri6dico
Facsimile
FacoltA
Fascicolo
Giornale, Perio-
dico, Diario
Imprimatur, Im-
pronta, Impresa
editoriale
Indice
Istituto, Isti-
tuzione
lettera
Biblioteca
(Libreria)
Manuale
Manuscritto
Memorie,
Ricordi
Monografia
Museo
Novella
Giornale,
Gazzetta
Numero. Fasci-
fac-simile
faculdade
fascfculo
jornal, diario
impressao
index, indice
instituto
letra
biblioteca
(livraria,
livreiro)
manual
manuscrito
.mem6rias
mon6grafo
museu
noticias, novas
novidades
diario, gazeta,
jornal, peri-
6dico
numero
colo (of a
periodical)
Parte, Fascico- parte
lo pubblicato
a dispense
Prefazione, precf'cio
Introduzione
Stampa, Giornal- imprensa
ismo
Periodico, Gior- periodicC
nale, Rivista publica,
3,
gao
periodica,
rev i sta
English French Spanish Italian
,_ _ _ ----- --- - - ------- --- -- --.-~- - --. I__ _~__. _ _
Portuguese
proceedings
(acts)
report
reprint
review
sequel
serial
series
set
transactions
(see proceedings)
society
supplement
tome, volume
university
actes, comptes
rendus, d6li-
bgrations,
travaux, proces
verbaux
rapport; comptes
rendus
reimpression
revue
suite
en s6rie, en
feuilleton
s6rie, suite
s6rie, collection
actes, comptes
rendus, procks
verbaux, travaux
socift
suppl'ment
tome, volume
universit4
actas, actua-
clones
relacion, mani-
festo, noticia,
anuncio
reimprimir
revista (see
journal)
secuela
en serie, con-
secutivo
serie
serie, coleccion
actas, actuaciones
sociedad
suplemento
tomo, volumen
universidad
Atti, Rendi-
conti
Rapporto
Ristampa
Rivista
Sequela, se-
guilto
periodico, di
serie
Collana, Serie
Serie, Colle-
zione
Atti, Rendi-
conti
Societa
Supplemento
Tomo, Volumo
UniversitA
actas
relat6rio,
noticia, co-
municado
rempressao
revista
sequela
serial, dis-
posto em serie
serie
serie, coleccao
relatorios,
actos
sociedade
suplemento
tomo, volume
universidade
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APPENDIX B
LIBRARY LANGUAGE RELATIVES: GERMANIC LANGUAGES
Danish/Norwegian* Swedish German
academy
annals, year-
book
annual (adj.
and noun)
anthology
archives
author
book
bookseller
(book +
handler)
bulletin
chapter
collection
college (see
high school)
colophon
compendium
compiler
complete
(full +
stand)
copy
acad6mie
annalen
jaar-
jaarlijks(adj.)
eenjarig (adj.)
jaarboek (n.)
[bloemlezingJ
archieven
archief
auteur
schrijver (see
script)
.boek
boekhandelaar
bulletin
kapittel (also
hoofdstuk -
Eng. head +
stuk - part)
collectie
verzameling
college
colofon
compendium
compilator
compleet
volledig
voltallig
kopie, kopij
examplaar
Akademi
Annaler, Xrskroniker
Aarskroniker
Arboker
Irlig, aarlig (adj.)
Arbog
Anthologi
Arkiv
Autor, Forfatter
(see forefather or
originator)
Bog, Haefte, bok
Boghandler
bokhandler
Bulletin
Kapitel
Indsamling, Samling
Kollegium, hejere
Skole
Kolofon
Kompendium
Kompilator
fuldstaendig
fuldkommen
Kopi, Afskrift
avskrift
akademi
annaler
arsberattelse
hrlig, ars-
(adj.)
Arligt (adj.)
arsbok (n.)
argang (n.)
antologi
arkiv
f6rfatter
skrivkarl
skriftstallare
bok, hafte
bokhandlare
bulletin
kapitel
samlande, in
samling
kollegium
hogskola
kompendium
kompilator
komplett
ful lst and ig
Akademie
Annalen, Jahr-
bucher
jahrlich (adj.)
Jahrbicher (n.)
Jahresberichte
(n.)
Anthologie
Archiv
Autor, Verfasser
Schriftsteller
Buch
Buchhandler
Bulletin, Tages-
berichte
Kapitel
Samm I ung
Hochschule
Kolophon
Kompendium
Kompi lator
komplett
vo 1Ist indig
kopia, avskri-ft Kopic, Abschrift
*Norwegian underlined if different from Danish. Norwegian nouns are lowercase.
English Dutchcap ---- l-- . l--- 
Danish/Norwegian
cumulative
daily (adj.
and noun)
department
(branch)
document
editor
edition
English
facsimile
faculty
fascicle
handbook,
manual
institute
imprint
index
journal
letter, no-
tice, commu-
ni cat ion
(rel. to briP
and script)
cumulatief
dagelijks (adj.)
dagblad (n.)
afdeling
departement
dokument, akte
redacteur
bewerker
editie
uitgaaf
Engels
facsimile
kopie
.faculteit
aandeel, af-
levering
handboek
instituut
instelling
indruk
index, regis-
ter
journaal
dagblad
dagboek
tijdschrift
letter, brief
mededeling
kumulativ, samendynget
daglig (adj.)
Dagblad (n.)
Afdeling, avdeling
Branch, bransj e
department
Dokument
Redakttr, Udgiver
Udgave, Oplag
opplag
engelsk
Faksimile
Fakultet
Del, Haefte
Hindbog
Institut
institutt
forl aeggermaerke,
angivelse af
trykkested
praeg; merke, preg
indeks, indholdsforteg-
nelse, register
innholds fortegnelse,
register
Journal, Dagblad
Dagbog, dagbok
Tidskrift, tidsscrift
Brev, Meddelelse
Skrivelse
vaxande, hopad
okad
daglig (adj.)
tidning (n.)
avdelning
departement
dokument
handling
redaktor
utgivare
upplaga
engelsk
faksimile
fakultet
del, hafte
handbok
institut
stiftelse
pragel,
tryckning
index, register
dagbok
tidning
tidscrift
kumulativ
taglich (adj.)
Blatter (n.)
Abtei 1ung
Branche
Dokument
Urkunde
Redakteur (of a
journal)
Heraus eber
(book)
Auflage, Aus-
gabe
engli sch
Faksimi l e
Fakultat
Teil, Leiferung
Handbuch
Institut
St i ftung
Gesellschaft
Verein (society)
Impressum
Index, Inhalts-
verzei chni.s
Register
JournalI
Tagebtlch
-citschri ft
brev, meddelan- Brief, Mitteilung
de, skrivelse Schriften
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Danish/Norwegian
library (see
biblio- and
book- )
manuscript
memoirs
monograph
museum
bibliotheek
boekerij
manuscript,
handschrift
Bibliotek
Manuskript, H&ndskrift
memoires Memoirer, memoarer
gedenkschriften Erindringer
verhandelingen
monografi e
museum
news (see nieuws, tij-
Eng. tidings) ding, bericht
newspaper
number
part
krant
nummer
aantal
Monografi
Museum
Nyhed, nyhet
Blad
bibliotek
manuskript
handskrift
memoarer
monografi
museum
nyhet
tidning
Nummer, tal, tall
Haefte
part part, del, levering
aandeel, deel Haefte, hefte
aflevering
periodical periodiek(adj.) periodisk (adj.) Tid-
(adj. and n.) tijdschrift(n.) skrift, tidsskrift
preface,
foreword
(see Eng.
in + lay)
press
proceedings
report
review
voorrede
voorberichte
inleiding
pers
drukpers
drukkerij
handelingen
proces, actie
rapport
berichte
revue, boek-
beoordeling
tijdschrift
sequel (cf.
Eng. follow)
serial
series
Forord, Fortale
Indledning, innlede
innleiing
Presse
Trykkeri
nummer, hafte
del
hafte
periodisk(adj.)
tidskrift (n.)
forord, foretal
press
tryckeri
Forhandlings-protokol
Meddelelse
Beretning
Revy, Tidskrift
tidsskrift
vervolg, gevolg F lge, fortsettelse
reeks-
reeks, af-
leveringen
raekke, rekke-
Raekke, Serie
klasse, rekke
forhand 1ingar
forfarande
handlingar
rapport, rykte
revy
tidskrift
foljd, fort-
sattning
serie, foljd
serie, foljd
Bibliothek
Bucherei
Manuskript
Handschrift
Memoiren
Denkschriften
Erinnerungen
Monographie
Museum
Nachricht
Zeitung
Blitter
Nummer, Heft
Lieferung
Teil, Lieferung
Hefte
periodisch (adj.)
Zeitschrift (n.)
Vorwort
Einleitung
Presse
Drucken
Verhandlungen
Protokolle
Akten
Sit ungsberichte
Berichte
Revue
Rundschau
Zeitschrift
Folge
serien-
Reihe, Abtei-
lung, Folge
Serie, Gruppe
English Dutch Swedish
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Danish/Norwegian
de samenleving
maatschappi
vereniging
supplement
bijvoegsel
aanvulling
tome, volume volumen
(see Eng. bundel
bind)
university universiteit
Sosietet, Selskab
selskap, Forening
Samfund, samfunn
Supplement, Bilag
Tillaeg, tillegg
Volumen, volum
Bind, del
Universitet
societet
sallskap
forening
samhallet
bilaga, tillagg
volym, band
universitet
Gesellschaft
Verein
Beilage
Nachtrag
Volumen, Band
Erganzen
Universitat
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APPENDIX C
GLOSSARY OF SERIAL/SERIES DEFINITIONS (ENGLISH)
Almanac. 1. Annual publication containing a calendar, frequently accompanied by
astronomical data and other information. 2. An annual yearbook of statistics
and other information sometimes in a particular field.
Analytical entry. The entry of some part of a work or of some article contained
in a collection (volume of essays, serial, etc.) including a reference to the
publication which contains the article or work entered. (Also called Analytic.)
Annals. 1. A periodical publication recording events of a year, transactions of
an organization, or progress in special fields. 2. Earlier, a record of events
arranged in chronological order.
Annual. 1. A publication issued regularly once a year, as an annual report or
proceedings, of an organization; or, a yearly publication that reviews events
or developments during a year, sometimes limited to a special field.
Anthology. A collection of extracts from the works of various authors, sometimes
limited to poetry or to a particular subject.
Archives. 1. (A collective noun used properly only in the plural.) The organized
body of records made or received in connection with the transactions of its affairs
by a government or a governmental agency, an institution, organization, or
establishment, or a family or individual, and preserved for record purposes in
its custody or that of its legal successors. 2. .An institution for the preserva-
tion and servicing of noncurrent archival material.
Author. The writer of a book, as distinguished from the translator, editor, etc.
A corporate body may be considered an author of its publications, and a compiler
may be an author of the series or collection he compiles.
Author entry. An entry of a work in a catalog under the author's name as a heading,
whether this be a main or an added heading. It may also be a corporate name or
substitute for it, e.g., initials, pseudonym, etc.
Back file (sometimes Backfiles). Numbers of a periodical preceding the current issue.
Back number. Any issue of a periodical or newspaper preceding the current issue.
Bibliography. 1. The study of the material form of books, with comparison of varia-
tions in issues and copies, as a means of determining the history and transmission
of texts. 2. The art of describing books correctly with respect to authorship,
editions, etc. 3. The preparation of lists of books, maps, etc. 4. A list of
books, maps, etc., differing from a catalog in not being necessarily a list of
materials in a collection, a library, or a group of libraries.
Bimonthly. A publication issued every two months.
Bindery. An establishment that specializes in one or another of the various kinds
of bookbinding.
Bindery slip. A slip of paper containing instructions for handling the particular
item which accompanies it to the bindery.
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Binding or bindery record. A temporary or permanent list of periodicals, other
serials and sets of books sent to a bindery, with data as to title, style of
binding, etc.
Booklet. A small book, usually with paper covers, or a pamphlet.
Bulletin. A publication issued at regular intervals by a government department, a
society, or an institution, usually numbered.
Card catalog. A catalog in which entries are on separate cards arranged in a definite
order in drawers.
Catalog. A list of books, maps, etc., arranged according to some definite plan.
As distinguished from a bibliography, it is a list which records, describes, and
indexes the resources of a collection, a library, or a group of libraries.
Check list. 1. A comprehensive list of books, periodicals, or other material,
with the minimum of description and annotation needed for indentification of the
works recorded. 2. A record of volumes and parts of serials or continuations
received by a library.
Class. A division of a classification scheme under which are grouped subjects that
have common characteristics.
Closed entry. An entry with completed bibliographical information covering all parts
of a given work, viz., a completed set.
Collective title. An inclusive title for a publication containing several works,
as the collected works of an author or a composer, or an inclusive title for the
several works issued in a series.
Colophon. A statement given in a book at the end of the text proper giving some
particulars about the work, such as title, subject, name of author, printer, pub-
lisher, and place and date of printing. It may also include the device of the
printer or the publisher which alone does not constitute a colophon.
Compilation. A work formed by gathering material from other books or writing.
Compiler. One who produces a work by collecting and putting together written or
printed matter from the works of various authors. Also, one who chooses and
combines into one work selections or quotations from one author.
Continuation. 1. A work issued as a supplement to one previously issued. 2. A
part issued in continuance of a book, a serial, or a series.
Continuation order. See Standing order.
Corporate entry. An entry under the name of society, institution, government
department, bureau, or other organized body for works issued in its name or by
its authority.
Cumulative index. An index in periodical form that at stated intervals combines new
items and items in one or more earlier issues to form a new unified list; or an
index to any periodical that c.ombines new entries with those of an earlier index.
Cumulated volume. The volume of a cumulative index or bibliography at the end of
an annual or some longer period, which combines entries from earlier issues of
the period.
Document. Any written, printed, or otherwise recorded item or physical object that
may serve as evidence of a transaction. See also Government publication.
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Document number. A number assigned to a government publication by which it may be
identified. Particularly, in United States federal documents, the number of an
individual document in one of the four series issued for each session of each
Congress in the Congressional edition.
Double title page. 1. A term used for two title pages that face each other, as in
many German books; as a rule, one is for the series or set of volumes as a whole,
the other for the particular volumes in the series or set. 2. In the book trade,
a title page that occupies two facing pages. Also called double-spread title page.
Edition. 1. All the impressions of a work printed at any time from one setting of
type, including those printed from stereotype orelectrotype plates from that
setting. A facsimile reproduction constitutes a different edition. 2. One of
the successive forms in which a literary text is issued either by the author or
by a subsequent editor. 3. One of the various printings of a newspaper for the
same day, an issue published less often, as a weekly edition, or a special issue
devoted to a particular subject, as an anniversary number.
Editor. One who prepares for publication a work or collection of works or articles
not his own. His work may also include elucidation of the text, and the addition
of introduction, notes, and other critical matter.
Ephemera. 1. Current material, usually pamphlets and clippings of temporary interest
and value. 2. Similar material of the past which has acquired literary or histor-
ical significance.
Fascicle (Fascicule). One of the temporary divisions of a work which, for convenience
in printing or publication, is issued in small installments, usually incomplete
in themselves, which do not necessarily coincide with the formal division into
parts, etc. They may or may not be numbered.
Facsimile reprint. In general, an exact reproduction of a printed work, whether
from type or by a mechanical or a photomechanical process.
Facsimile reproduction. A reproduction of a manuscript or printed work by means of
a mechanical or photomechanical process.
Festschrift. A comilimentary or memorial publication in the form of a collection of
essays, addresses, or biographical, bibliographical, scientific, or other contribu-
tions, often embodying the results of research issued in honor of a person, an
institution, or a society, usually on the occasion of an anniversary celebration.
Giftbook. An elaborate annual publication of prose and poetry, popular in the eiarly
nineteenth century. Also known as "Keepsake."
Government publication (also called Government Document; see also Document). Any
printed or processed paper, book, periodical, pamphlet, or map, originating in, or
printed with the imprint of, or at the expense and by the authority of, any office
of a legally organized government.
House organ. A type of periodical issued by companies and other organizations for
(1) internal distribution to employees; often largely concerned with personal
and personnel matters and (2) for external distribution to dealers, customers,
and potential customers; generally including articles on the company's plroducts
and related subjects.
Imprint. 1. The place and date of publication, and the name of the publisher or the
printer (or sometimes both) ordinarily printed at the foot of the title page.
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2. The statement giving such information in a bibliographical description of
a printed work. 3. A book or other publication that has been printed. The
term is often used for a book printed in a particular country or place,
as "early American imprint."
In print. Available from the publisher.
In progress. Not complete, but with volumes or parts issued as they are ready.
Index. 1. A list of topics, names, etc., treated in a book or a group of books,
with references to pages where they occur. 2. A card list in a library of
references to material on a special topic, subject, etc. 3. A guide to material
arranged by a different scheme from that used for the material itself, as a
list in a special library by trade name of material filed by name of company.
Journal. 1. A periodical or a newspaper. 2. Specifically, a periodical issued
by an institution, corporation, or learned society, containing current news and
reports of activities and work in a particular field. 3. The record of pro-
ceedings or transactions of a learned society, or the daily record of a public
body such as a legislature. 4. A person's daily record of his activities.
Librarian. 1. A person responsible for the administration of a library.
2. The chief administrative officer of a library. 3. A professional member of
a library staff. 4. Combined with name of a department, type of work, kind
of library, or with a personnel rating term, the term is used to designate the
title of a staff member; as "order librarian," etc.
"Library has" statement. A note in a catalog entry for a serial indicating the
library's holdings.
Library of Congress card. One of the printed catalog cards issued by the Library
of Congress (called "LC card" in some libraries).
Memoir. 1. A record of a person's knowledge of, or investigations in, a special
limited field, particularly when presented to a learned society. 2. A record
of observation and research issued by a learned society or an institution; some-
times, in the plural, synonymous with transactions. 3. A memorial biography.
4. A book of reminiscences by the writer.
Monograph. A systematic and complete treatise on a particular subject, usually
detailed in treatment but not extensive in scope. It need not be biblio-
graphically independent.
Monogranhic series. A series of monogranhic works issued in uniform style under
a collective title by an academy, an association, a learned society, or an
institut ion.
Monthly. A periodical issued once a month, with the possible omission of certcain
designated moths, usually during the summer.
Newspaper. 1. A publication issued at stated and frequent intervals, usual ly
daily, weekly, or semiweekly, which relorts events and discusses topics of
current interest.
Note. 1. A statement explaining the text of a book or adding material to it,
printed on the same page as the text, or at end of book or chanter. 2. A
concise statement after imprint and collation in a catalog or biblliography
entry, giving added information, such as name of series. In cata;loging, t he
term is sometimes limited to an item on a catalog card below the collation and
the main body of the card.
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Number (publication). 1. A single numbered or dated issue of a series, serial,
or periodical. 2. One of the numbered fascicles of a literary or artistic
work issued in installments, ordinarily in paper wrappers, and called "number"
by the publisher.
Pamphlet. 1. An independentpublication consisting of a few leaves stitched to-
gether but not bound; usually enclosed in paper covers. Though usually complete,
it is a common custom to issue pamphlets in series, usually numbered consecutively.
2. A brief controversial treatise on a topic of current interest common in England
from the sixteenth to eighteenth century.
Part. One of the subordinate portions into which a volume has been divided. It
usually has a special title, half title, or cover title, and may have separate
or continuous paging but it is included under the collective title page or cover
title of the volume which is intended to contain it. It is distinguished from a
fascicle by being a unit rather than a temporary division.
Periodical. A publication with a distinctive title intended to appear in successive
numbers at stated or regular intervals and for an indefinite period of time. Each
part contains articles by several contributors. Newspapers, memoirs, proceedings,
journals, etc., of societies are not considered periodicals under the rules for
cataloging but may be controlled as periodicals in certain libraries.
Preprint. An impression printed in advance of regular publication as of a periodical
article, or part of a book.
Proceedings. The published record of a meeting of a society or other organization,
frequently accompanied by abstracts or reports of papers presented. (See also
Transactions)
Publication nattern. A system of numbering serial publications with both internal
number (sequential) and dates (chronological) used as an aid to indentifying the
material. The combination or lack of combinations forms the publication pattern.
Publisher's series. A number of books, which may or may not be related as to subject,
issued byapublisher in uniform style and usually with a common series title.
Sometimes called trade series or reprint series.
Quarterly. A periodical issued four times a year.
Report. A publication giving an official or formal record, as of some special
investigation, or the activities of a corporate body, or of the proceedings of a
legislative assembly.
Review. An evaluation of a literary work, usually published in a periodical or
a newspaper. Also a periodical publication primarily devoted to critical articles
and reviews of new books.
Serial. A publication issued in successive parts, usually at regular intervals
and, as a rule, intended to be continued indefinitely. Serials include periodicals,
annuals (reports, yearbooks, etc.) and memoirs, nroceedings, and transactions of
societies.
Series. 1. A number of separate works, usually related to one another in subject
or otherwise, issued in succession, normally by the same publisher and in uniform
style, with a collective title which appears at the head of the title page, on
the half title, cover, etc. 2. Each of two or more volumes of essays, lectures,
articles, or other writings, similar in character and issuaed in sequence, as Lowell's
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second series. 3. Several successive volumes of a periodical or other serial
publication numbered separately in order to distinguish them from preceding or
following volumes of the same publication, as Notes and Queries, 1st series,
2d series, etc.
Series entry. In a catalog, an entry, usually brief, of the several works in the
library which belong to a series under the name of the series as a heading; in
a bibliography either a partial or a complete list of the works in a series.
Series note. In a catalog or a bibliography, a note stating the name of a series
to which a book belongs. The series note ordinarily follows the collation.
(See also Note)
Series Title. The name of the series to which a book belongs, indicated on the
cover, title page, or somewhere else in the book.
Set. A series associated by common authorship or publication. Specifically, a
collection of books forming a unit, as the works of one author issued in uniform
style, a file of periodicals, related works on a particular subject, or unrelated
books printed uniformly and intended to be sold as a group. (Reprinted with
permission from Webster's New International Dictionary, 2d ed. Springfield,
Mass., G. & C.Merriam Co., 1938.)
Special number. A single issue or a supplementary section of a serial or a
newspaper, devoted to a special subject, with or without serial numbering;
e.g., a number of a periodical containing proceedings of a convention, or an
anniversary number of a newspaper. Also called Special Issue, Anniversary Issue
(if celebrating an anniversary), and Special Edition.
Spcial title page. A title page, usually with imprint, special to a single part
of a larger work, or to a complete work issued or reissued as part of a collec-
tion, a series, or a serial publication.
Standing order. A general direction to an agent or publisher to supply until
otherwise notified future numbers of a continuation as issued.
Subject series. A number of books, ordinarily not reprints, dealing with different
phases of a single subject or with a special field of literature...usually by
different individual authors, uniform in textual and physical characteristics
and published by a single publisher. (Reprinted with permission from Haines,
Helen E. Living With Books. New York, Columbia University Press, 1935.)
Subscription. An agreement to take and pay for something, as a journal, especially
by signing a formal agreement--in libraries, for a specific period of time, as a
year. (Adapted from Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. 5th ed. Springfield,
Mass., G. C.Merriam Co., 1936.)
Supplement. 1. A complementary part of a book or article, which adds information
to or continues the original; usually issued seoarately. 2. An extra sheet,
section, or number accompanying the regular issue of a periodical or a newspaper.
Title. 1. In the broad sense, the distinguishing name of any written production
as given on the title page, including the name of the author, editor, translator,
the edition, etc., but excluding the imprint. 2. In the narrow sense, the title
does not include the name of the author, editor, etc.
Tit:l:e entry. An entry in. a library catalog by title, as opposed to author or
subject. It may be a main or an added entry.
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Title-page. A page at the beginning of a book or work, bearing its full title
and usually, though not necessarily, the author's (editor's, etc.) name and
the imprint. (Note: In the case of works in Oriental languages, and some
middle eastern, the title page and the beginning of the text are normally
at the back of the volume.)
Tome. A volume; a book; particularly, a heavy volume.
Transactions. 1. The published papers and abstracts of papers presented at a
meeting of a learned society. 2. Proceedings. A general distinction sometimes
made between transactions and proceedings is that transactions are the papers
and addresses and proceedings are the record of the meeting.
Volume. 1. In the bibliographical sense, a book distinguished from other books
or from other major divisions of the same work by having its own inclusive
title page, half title, etc. and usually independent paging. 2. In the material
sense, all that is contained in one binding, or portfolio, etc., whether it be
as originally issued or as bound after issue.
Volume number. 1. A number assigned to a volume of a serial, a set, or a series.
2. A number added to a book number to distinguish one volume from another
volume of the same work.
Weekly. A periodical issued once a week.
Yearbook. 1. An annual volume of current information in descriptive and/or
statistical form, sometimes limited to a special field. 2. One of a series
of annual reports of cases judged in early English law courts.
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APPENDIX D
GERMAN SERIAL/SERIES VOCABULARY*
German word
Abhandlung (en)
Abschnitt (e)
Abteilung (en)
Akademie
Akademie der Wissenschaften
Almanach
Annalen (pl. only)
Anthologie (n)
Anzahl (en)
Arbeit (en)
Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Archiv (pl. only)
Auflage
Aufsat-, Aufsatze
Band, B~nde
bearbeitete
beigebunden
beigedruckt
Beiheft (e)
Bericht (e)
Bestand
Bestandverzeichnis
Bibliographie (n)
Bibliothek
Bibl iothekar
MBatt, Bl1itter
Broschulre (n)
Buch, Biicher
Buchd rucke r
Abbreviations
Abh.
Abschn.
Abtl., Abt.
Akad.
Akad. W.
Aufl., Auflg.
Bd.
bearb.
beigeb.
beigedr.
Bibl.
Buchdr.
English
transactions
section (s)
part, department (s)
academy
academy of sciences
almanac
annals (pl.)
anthology (-ies)
number (s)
work (s)
working committee, col-
laborators
archives (pl.)
edition
essays (s), paper (s)
volume
revised
bound with
bound together, issued with
supplementary issues (s)
bulletin (s)
continuance
continuing index, continuance
list
bibliography (-ies)
library
librarian
leaf, page (s) (newspaper)
pamphlet (s)
book (s)
printer
*German nouns are capitalized; plurals Riven only when likely to apoear on publications.
German word Abbreviations
Buchdruckerei
Buchhandel
Buchhandlung
Buchreihe
Chronik (en)
Darstellung (en)
datiert
Dattel
Datum
Denkmal (er)
Denkschrift (en)
deutsche
Deutschland
Dissertation
Dokument (e)
durchlaufend
Buchh.
Darst.
Dat.
Dat.
Diss., Di.
durchlaufd.
Einfiihrung
eingebunden
eingegangen
Einzelausgabe
Einzelband, Einzelbinde
Einzeldarstellung (en)
ein ze1n
Einzelnummer
ergangst
Ergin:ung (en)
Erganzunsband
Erginzungsheft
Ergain:ungsre ihe
Ergebnis (se)
Erinnerung (en)
erg.
Erg. Bd.
Erg. H.
printer, printshop
bookstore
book dealer, bookstore
book series
chronicle
representation (s)
dated
date
date
monument, memorial (s)
memoir (s)
German
Germany
dissertation
document (s)
consecutive, consecutively
numbered
introduction
bound in
no longer published, ceased
publication
separate edition
separate volume
monograph (s)
separate, separately
single number
supplemented
supplements
supplementary volume
supplementary issue
supplementary series
results, advance (s) in
memoirs
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German word Abbreviations
erschienen
Flugschrift (en)
Folge
folgende
Forschung (en)
Forschungsberichte
Forschungsinstitut
Forschungstelle
fortgefiihrt
fortgesetzt
fortlaufend
Fortsetzung
Fortschritte (pl.)
Gedenkschrift (en)
Gemeinschaft
gesammelt
Gesamtausgabe
Gesamtwerk (e)
Gesellschaft
Grundriss
Halfte (n)
Halbband
Halbjahrig
Halbji.hrlich
Halbiahrsband
Halbmonat sschrift
Handbuch, Handbiicher
Handbibliothek
Heft Z e)
Heften
F.
ff.
fortges.
Forts.
Grundr.
Hfte.
Hfte., i.1H.
published
pamphlet (s)
series
following
investigation, research (s)
research institute bulletin
research institute
research place, establishment
continued
continued
consecutive
continuation
progress
commemorative publication (s)
collaboration, cooperation
collected
complete edition
collected work (s)
society, company
outline, compendium, primer
half, half-volume
half-volume, divided volume
of six months
half-yearly
semi-annual volume
fortnightly publication,
every 2 weeks
handbook (s), manua l (s)
reference library
part (s), issue (s), nos.
number (s) (in parts, nos.)
Herausgabe
Herausgeber
herautgegeben
Hrsg.
hrsg.
edi ting
editor
published, edited
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German word Abbreviations
Hochschule
Institut
j hrlich
Jahr
Jahrbuch
Jahresabonnement
Jahresberichte
Jahrgange
Jahrgang
Jahrhundert
Klasse
Kolloquium
Kolophon
Kommentar (e)
Kommission
Kompilator
Kunstbibliothek
Lehrbuch, Lehrbicher
letzt
Lexicon, Lexica
Lieferung (en)
Literatur-Verzeichnis
mehr nicht erscheinen
Memoiren
mitzgebunden
Mitteilung (en)
Monatsschrift
Monographie (n)
Museen
Museum
Nachfolger
j~hrl.
Jgge.
Jg.
Jh. Jhdt.
Lex.
Lfg. Lfgn.
Lief., Lieferg.
Liefg. Lieff.
Lit.-Verz.
MNE
Monatsschr.
Monogr.
Nachf.
university, academy, college
institute
annual (ly)
year
yearbook, annual, annals
annual subscription
yearly bulletin
years volumes
year, volume
century
class
colloquium
colophon
commentary (-ies)
commission
compiler
art library
textbook
last
dictionary (-ies)
number (s), part (s),
fascicle (s)
list of references, biblio-
graphy
no more published
memoirs
bound with
communication (s)
monthly publication
monographs
museum
museum
successor
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German word
Neudruck
neue Folge
neue Reihe
neue Serie
neuer
neuest
nicht gezahlt
numeriert
Nummer
Partie
Publikation (en)
Protoko ll
Quellen
Quellenangabe (n)
Quellensammlung (en)
Redaktion
redigiert
Register
Registerband
Reihe
Rundschau
Sammelband, Sammelbande
Sammeltitel
Sammelwerk (e)
Sammlung (en)
Schlussschrift
Schlusstitel
Schlussvermerk
Schrift (en)
Schriftenreihe
Schri ftsteller
Schriftstellerin
Seite
Abbreviations
n.F.
n.R.
n.S.
Registerbd.
English
reprint
new series
new series
new series
newer
newest
not counted, unnumberei
numbered
number
section
publication (s)
minutes, record, proceedings
(of a meeting)
sources
source references
source collection (s)
editorship
edited
index, table of conten:s
index volume
series
review
collected volumes
collective title
collective work (s)
collection (s)
colophon
colophon
colophon, concluding r.te
writing, publication ;s)
series of publications
author
authoress
page
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German word
Sektion
selbstandige Buchausgabe
Serie (n)
Sonderausgabe
Sonderausstellung
Sonderheft (e)
Sonderreihe
Sonderschrift (en)
Staatliche Bibliothek
Staatliche Forschungsinstitut
Staatliche Museen
Stadt
Stadtbibliothek
Stadtgemeinde
stadtisch
Stidtisches museum
Streitschrift (en)
Studien
Supplement
Supplementband
Tatigkeitsbericht
Tagebuch
Teil (e)
Text (e)
und
und andere
und folgende
Universitat
unter anderen
Untersuchung (en)
Abbreviations
Ser.
Sonderh.
Suppl.
u.a.
u.ff.
Urkunde
English
section, division
separate issue in book form
series
special edition
special exhibits
special issue (s), spe:ial
number (s)
special series
special publication (s,
state library, government
library
government research institute
state museum
town, municipality
municipal library
township
municipal
municipal museum
pamphlets
studies, sketches, essays
supplement
supplementary volume
bulletin of activities
diary, journal
part (s)
text (s)
and
and others
and the following
university
among others
examination (s), inquiry (-ies)
analysis (es)
document
German word Abbreviations
urkundlich
Verfasser
Verhandelung (en)
Verlag
Verlagsgesellschaft
vermehrte
Veroffent1i chung
veroffentlicht
Verzeichni s
viertel
vierteljAhrlich
Vierteljahresheft
Vierteljahrsschrift
Vorbereitung
Vorlesung (en)
Vortrag, Vortrage
Vorzugsausgabe
Werke
Wissenschaft (en)
wissenschaftlich
Wochenblatt
Wochenschrift
wochenlich
Wbrterbuch
Zeit
Zeitschrift
Zeitung
Zukunft
zukunftig
zusammengestel lt
Verh.
Ver£ff.
veroff.
Wiss.
Zs., Ztsch.
documentary
author
proceedings
publishing firm
publishing firm
enlarged
publication
published
list, listing, index
quarter, fourth
quarterly
quarterly issue
quarterly publication
preparation
academic lecture (s)
lectures
special edition
works
field of learning, science
scholarly
weekly (n.)
weekly publication
weekly (adj.)
dictionary
time
journal
newspaper
future
in the future
collected, chosen, compiled
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